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NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANKING COMPETITION 2012

1. MBA Finalists

Team Name: Accretive Partners
Members: Shaaj Vijay, Greg Jones, Aman Malik, Stephen Ou
Aman has worked with Towers Perrin’s Retirement Consulting Unit and
Manulife Financial. He recently joined BMO Capital Markets in their
M&A Group this past summer. Greg spent four years as a mechanical
engineer at a Fortune 500 engineering and construction company,
where he earned his professional designation. He completed his
summer internship with the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board,
and will be joining BMO Capital Markets upon graduation. Shaaj
completed 4 years of consulting at Deloitte and Salesforce.com. He
completed a summer at RBC on the swaps desk and will be returning
full-time to RBC’s Global Markets Program. Steve worked for three
years in equity research, most recently as a member of TD Asset
Management’s U.S. Equities and Credit team. This past summer, he
joined the M&A group at RBC where he will be returning full time.
Team Name: Bay Street Advisory Group
Members: Amir Tabet, Neil Ternovatsky, Fouad Mounla, Mike Thomas
The Bay Street Advisory Group is made up of four individuals
completing their final year of the Alberta MBA Program. As a previous
credit analyst and intern for an investment management organization,
Amir has developed valuable skills in credit, investment transactions,
and investment risk analyses. Neil brings experience in commercial
banking where his main focus is on the oil and gas services sector.
Fouad is a Certified Public Accountant with more than five years of
work experience as an auditor with a major public accounting firm.
Mike, a former small business owner, brings a diverse background in
sales, business development, and relationship management.
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Team Name: Ivey
Members: Furrukh Memon, Zain Shafiq, Paul Poon
Furrukh was an Associate with Arcapita, a Bahrain based alternative
investment manager with over $8bn in active investments globally.
He also worked as an IB Analyst position with JPMorgan in New York.
Zain joined the Global Banking & Markets division at the Royal Bank
of Scotland (RBS) in Pakistan. Paul worked at Scotia Capital for three
years as a Credit Analyst responsible for managing margin loans
for Scotia Prime Brokerage hedge fund clients. At Scotia, Paul also
managed various risk management projects to enhance existing risk
management processes.
Team Name: KPNC Associates
Members: Kyle Franklin, Peter Nguyen, Nicholas Mourtos,
Christina (Ya) Li
Kyle has been voted onto the Graduate Business Council as a first year
representative and has competed in the Dean’s Cup case competitions.
He worked at StateStreet Trust Company in Toronto in the client
operations group. Peter spent two years as an Account Executive with
S.i. Systems, one of Canada’s largest I.T. Staffing firms. Nicholas has
become an executive director of the Portfolio Management Club, was
a finalist in a Dean’s Cup case competition. Christina won Second Place
in the Finance Case Competition of the Schulich Dean’s Cup and was a
finalist in the Aspen Case Competition.
Team Name: Lary Mkee Capital
Members: Michael Rovas, Edward Yang, Kash Ahuja, Eric Lu
From the Rotman School of Management, Lary Mkee Capital brings 30
years of experience in advising clients on their investments, strategies,
and structured transactions. Among our team members: Michael Rovas
is a senior manager responsible for a team that oversees complex
derivatives transactions at Scotia Capital; Edward Yang is experienced
in advising affluent clients on their investments particularly in the
mining sector; Kash Ahuja is an IT consulting manager at Deloitte with
engagements primarily in the financial sector; Eric Lu comes from an
audit background with solid understanding of financial statements and
company valuations. Having captured 2nd place in the Rotman CIBC
equity research competition, the team is looking to draw from previous
experience and do even better in the 2012 NIBC.
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Team Name: MFE LLP
Members: Michael Salisbury, Eric Wilson, Christie Li
Eric Wilson, Michael Salisbury, and Christie Li are first year students in
the Master of Financial Economics (MFE) program at the University of
Toronto, which is a collaborative program between the Rotman School
of Management and the Department of Economics. Prior to joining the
MFE program, Eric worked as a summer intern within risk management
at Home Trust Company. Prior to joining the MFE program, Michael
worked for two years at Deloitte & Touche LLP as a transfer pricing
analyst. Prior to joining the MFE program Christie did an internship at
Ernst & Young’s auditing and assurance department as a staff auditor in
Beijing.
Team Name: PALS
Members: Peter Tong, Alex Mak, Lisa Lin, Steven Sivorot
As students in the Master of Financial Risk Management program at
Simon Fraser University (SFU), we are proud to participate in NIBC
2012. Each of us currently has a key role in Student Investment
Advisory Services (SIAS), one of North America’s largest student-run
endowment funds with over $10 million in assets following a balanced
portfolio mandate. We are highly motivated in investment banking
particularly equity research and valuations. NIBC is an excellent
opportunity for us to integrate our financial knowledge in competitive
real settings.
Team Name: Queen’s Capital
Members: Elena Lissitsyna, Royce Mendes, Steven D’Cunha,
Charmaine Kwok
Queen’s Capital consists of four talented and driven investment
professionals. Through her work in the Equity Research department
at BMO Capital Markets, Elena Lissitsyna brings a macro-economic and
portfolio strategy perspective to the team. Royce Mendes is currently
employed as an equity analyst at a Toronto based hedge fund. Steven
D’Cunha assists with providing investment direction to Pension Plans
of a public sector institution. Charmaine Kwok is responsible for risk
management and portfolio analysis at a global alternative investment
manager focused on customised fund of hedge fund portfolios.
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Team Name: Recession Proof
Members: Jiamei Bai, Steven Kassimatis, Rob Pitcairn, Stefan Salonen
We are delighted to have the opportunity to participate in the 2011
National Investment Banking Competition. Our team comes equipped
with a broad range of consulting and management experience
including: management consulting for Accenture, emerging markets
securitisation consulting for Dresdner Kleinwort (London), operations
manager at Trinity Power Corporation, and senior manager for
Automotive Fuel Cell Corporation. We are look forward to showing off
our knowledge of high finance and meeting like-minded individuals
from across the country.
Team Name: Schulich MFin 2012
Members: John Gaganiaras, Malcolm MacQuarrie, Gabriel Martino,
Yu (Warner) Wen
Schulich MFin 2012 is a team of four Master of Finance (MF) students
from Schulich School of Business, York University: John Gaganiaras,
Malcolm MacQuarrie, Gabriel Martino, and Yu (Warner) Wen. Prior
to the MF Program, they had work/internship experience in various
areas ranging from asset management, investment banking, Real Estate
to consulting. John holds a Bachelor of Commerce Degree in Human
Resource Management and International Business, and the Canadian
Investment Manager designation. Malcolm holds a B.Comm in Finance
from the University of Ottawa. Gabriel holds a BBA in Finance with
honors from Howard University, Washington DC. Warner earned
his MBA in Florida after attending Peking University in China for a
bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering.
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2. Undergraduate Finalists

Team Name: Adagio Capital
Members: David Li, Aideen Brennan, Katherine Lypkie, Jin Yan
David has participated in JDC West Finance, NIBC and CaseIT. Most
recently, he has been selected as one of 22 students to oversee
Canada’s largest undergraduate student-run endowment portfolio,
a $5MM fund to be invested in Canadian equities and fixed income
commencing January 2012. Aideen’s completion of the International
Baccalaureate Programme fostered her interest in international
business transactions. Katherine was selected to manage Canada’s
largest undergraduate student-run endowment fund, Beedie
Endowment Asset Management (BEAM). Jin served as President of the
Finance Club and had the once in a lifetime opportunity of meeting
Mr. Warren Buffett in Omaha after coming in first place at the CFA BC
Investment Research Challenge.
Team Name: Alpha
Members: Hadi Daou, Adam Dean, Ilia Nizker, Matt Kopman
Team Alpha incorporates a diverse range of backgrounds into one
cohesive unit. Hadi Daou is a fourth year Finance student at the Sauder
School of Business. Over the past 8-months, Hadi was involved in
underwriting credit deals with GE Capital. Adam Dean is in his final year
at the Sauder School of Business, and conducts mortgage valuation
and risk analysis with a leading Canadian commercial real estate outfit.
Ilia Nizker is a fourth year student at the Sauder School of Business.
Russian by origin, Ilia is majoring in Finance, with a minor in Economics.
Matt Kopman is a fourth year Finance student at the Sauder School
of Business. Matt has played varsity rugby for the UBC Thunderbirds
for the past three years, and is excited about pursuing a career in the
capital markets upon graduation.
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Team Name: Freedom Cobra Consulting
Members: Adam Stewart, Matthew Bennett, Jamie Prefontaine,
Chris Menzies
Matt is the previous chair of JDC West and the new co-chair of the
National Mining Competition; he is our DCF expert and the backbone of
our financials. Jamie is the chair of Roundtable 2012 and is an integral
part of our team, steering our financial theory. Chris summered at RBC
Capital Markets in 2011 and will return after graduation in April; he is
the president of the Finance Students Society and a crucial part of our
team as the technical expert. Adam has signed to start with Hugessen
Consulting full-time in June; he is co-chair of the National Mining
Competition with Matt.
Team Name: #NAME?
Members: Michael Yong, Greg Chua, Chris Gliszczynski, Jason Gong
We welcome the opportunity to compete in the Final Round of the
2012 National Investment Banking Competition. Comprising of third
year students, studying Business Administration & Mathematics
(Double Degree) at WLU/UW and Accounting & Financial Management
at UW, each member brings their unique co-op experiences including
investment banking at Barclays Capital in Toronto, valuation services
at TD Securities in Toronto, corporate finance at Home Hardware in St.
Jacobs, and audit & assurance at KPMG LLP in Toronto. As a team, we
look forward to leveraging our diverse co-op backgrounds along with
our interest in finance and the capital markets to compete with the top
teams across Canada.
Team Name: Hostile Interlopers
Members: Matthew Lee, Mark Santos, Maxwell Serebryanny,
Kofi Dansoh
Team Hostile Interlopers consists of four 4th-year BBA students
from the Schulich School of Business at York University: Matthew
Lee, Mark Santos, Maxwell Serebryanny and Kofi Dansoh. The team
has had the opportunity to gain experience in advising on M&A
and corporate finance transactions across several sectors through
summer analyst positions at TD Securities, UBS Securities and Deloitte
Financial Advisory Services. All four team members will be joining the
investment banking divisions of major Canadian broker-dealers fulltime upon graduation.
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Team Name: M & Eh
Members: Ian Gutwinksi, Michael Liu, Connor Kingston
Starting out with KPMG’s Financial Institutions Audit Practice in
Toronto, Ian developed an interest in finance from the inside – by
working on the audit engagement teams of some of Canada’s largest
banks, brokerages, and private equity firms. Mike has worked at PwC
for all four of his co-op terms, serving on the audit engagement teams
of various mining companies, funds, and consumer products clients.
After completing his first year at UW, Connor found a place to put his
problem solving skills to use by joining Ernst & Young’s Corporate Tax
group.
Team Name: McMaster Capital Advisors
Members: Jeff McLay, Ian Sinclair, Jonathon Stypa
McMaster Capital Advisors is comprised of three final year students
from McMaster University. Jeff McLay is completing a double co-op
degree in Mechatronics Engineering and Business and has gained
valuable valuation experience while working in Private Equity. John
Stypa is completing a co-op degree in Business and has extensive
experience with risk management. Ian Sinclair is completing a degree
in Business as well and recently completed a summer internship
with a private investment dealer. We all look forward to applying
the experiences we have gained through our internships, along with
classroom learning’s, to this competition.
Team Name: Project Triple Down
Members: Lisa Mu, Daniel Cheng, Steve Kwan
The team Project Triple Down (“PTD”) is organized by three
undergraduate students with over 20 months of combined experience
in investment banking. Lisa is currently completing her co-op work
term as an Investment Banking Analyst at Paradigm Capital Inc., a
boutique investment bank based in Toronto. Starting in January 2012,
Lisa will join Deutsche Bank in New York as a Co-op Analyst in the
Insurance Capital Markets group. Daniel is currently completing his
second internship as an Analyst in the M&A group at BMO Capital
Markets, where he has had involvement in various buy-side and sellside engagements. Steve is currently completing his second work
term as a co-op analyst at BMO Capital Markets where he has had
experience in the investment bank’s Financial Institutions group and
M&A group.
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Team Name: Rational Capital Blue
Members: Richard Li, Eric Mackay, Howard Xin, Samir Taghiyev
Rational Capital Blue is representing the University of Toronto’s sole
student-run investment club called Rational Capital Investment Fund,
which actively manages real financial assets. The club is home to
some of the brightest and most ambitious students at the University
of Toronto and is known for fostering an environment of excellence
and learning when it comes to the world of finance and investing. The
club has consistently outperformed the benchmark equity indexes and
is known for training its analysts to employ rigorous qualitative and
quantitative analysis and the necessary critical thinking skills when it
comes to generating the best investment ideas. Rational Capital Blue
brings to NIBC a wealth of diverse experiences in the finance world and
beyond.
Team Name: Sandiford
Members: David Lin, Johnson Peng, Gaby Abou Merhi
Team Sandiford is comprised of three undergraduates of McGill
University, who have come together to add value to society. Finance
aside, Sandiford’s members are passionate about contributing to
their communities. Johnson Peng is an accomplished equity analyst
at Desaultels Capital, Gaby Merhi is the current VP Finance of the
McGill Management Undergraduate Society, and David Lin is the
Executive Editor of the Bull & Bear, Desaultel’s student-run newspaper.
Sandiford is delighted to be given this opportunity to demonstrate their
excellence in corporate finance and hopes to add this experience to
their portfolio of knowledge.
Team Name: Sauder Capital
Members: Brenden Lee, Karen Robinson-Rafuse, Nick Macey,
Scott Redwood
Sauder Capital is comprised of UBC Commerce students Brenden
Lee (3rd year), Karen Robinson-Rafuse (3rd), Nick Macey (3rd) and
Scott Redwood (4th). Sauder Capital plans to leverage our diverse
backgrounds in economics, entrepreneurship and previous competition
experience, in order to showcase our talent as a team and to produce
impressionable results.
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Team Name: Superman Sachs
Members: James Park, Peter Kaye, Winston Chu, Bryan Nguyen
The Superman Sachs team is composed of 4 members: James Park
(BCom ’12, Accounting), Winston Chu (BCom ’13, Finance), and Bryan
Nguyen (BCom ’13, Marketing) from UBC’s Sauder School of Business
and Peter Kaye (BA ’13, Economics) from UBC’s Faculty of Arts.
Although in different disciplines of study and of different backgrounds,
a common interest in finance and investment banking has brought
the team together and helped us to advance to the final round of the
National Investment Banking Competition 2012. We look forward to
competing in the Final Round in January.
Team Name: Ted Rogers School of Management
Members: Stefan Suppa, Jody Davis, Michael Labrador, Kevin Alfred
Proudly being the first team to represent Ryerson University at the
prestigious NIBC Case Competition, this team was assembled with
leaders in each of the two Ryerson University finance associations. Jody
Davis is the President of Ryerson’s Capital Markets Group and brings
a background in valuation and financial modeling. Michael Labrador
serves as Director of Online Development for Ryerson’s Capital Markets
Group and brings a background in graphic design. Stefan Suppa is the
Director of Strategy for Ryerson’s Capital Markets Group and brings
to the team a background in sales. Kevin Alfred is the currently the
President of the Ryerson University Finance Society and brings his
knowledge and understanding of the economic factors affecting the
capital markets to the team.
Team Name: GrayStar Capital
Members: Naomi Yu, Kristen Hemminger, Milad Gerami, Ryan Callaway
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3. Sponsors & Participants

Corporate Sponsors 												

Private Equity

Participating Firms

												

Participating Universities 											
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